Elliott State Research Forest Advisory Committee Meeting
Chemeketa CCBI Building Rm. #115
626 High Street, Salem, Oregon 97301
Wednesday, May 1
Advisory Committee Website: https://www.oregon.gov/dsl/land/pages/elliott.aspx
Advisory Committee Members present: Asha Aiello, Paul Beck, Chief Brainard, Chris Boice, Jen
Clark, Melissa Cribbins, Bob Van Dyk, Eric Farm, Geoff Huntington, Mike Kennedy, Michael
Langley, Ken McCall, Bob Salinger, Mark Stern and Keith Tymchuk, Vicki Walker
Department of State Lands Staff & Interested Parties: Ken Armstrong, Ali Hansen, Meliah Masiba,
and Robert Underwood
Oregon Consensus Facilitation Team: Peter Harkema, Amy Delahanty, and Brett Brownscombe
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DRAFT Meeting Summary
Welcome, Agenda Review and Process Overview
Facilitator Peter Harkema welcomed the group and reviewed the topics of discussion with members.
Peter noted OC did not receive any edits from Advisory Committee members on the draft April 10
meeting summary and draft operating principles. There being no further proposed edits, the group
formally approved both documents.
Peter then reviewed the proposed agenda, meeting format and major topics with the group, which
included various presentations and group discussions on conservation, public access and recreation,
and education. He noted that members would have a chance to speak amongst themselves to
identify their values and share what they would see as successful outcomes in an OSU research
forest proposal within each topic. (A list of workgroup discussion items is included at the back of
this meeting summary.)
Peter explained that the tribal values discussion would be scheduled as a stand alone topic for
consideration at a later meeting. The Project Team looks forward to guidance from tribal
representatives on how best to bring them forward in a more explicit way in the future. Peter noted
that tribal values and perspectives are also pertinent to each of the topics that the Advisory
Committee is considering.
Other Updates
Geoff Huntington (OSU) shared a brief overview of the recent Carbon Assessment and Financial
Modeling for an Elliott State Research Forest RFP from the University. Geoff said the scope of
work included two primary project goals: 1.) conducting a carbon assessment; and 2.) financial
modeling. Geoff encouraged members to pass along the RFP to those that would be interested and
an electronic copy would be made available on the Department of State Lands website. There was
then a question if OSU is seeking a single contractor to complete both tasks. It was clarified OSU
intends to issue one contract, but proposers have the capability to develop partnerships to complete
the work.
Conservation Values Presentations

Max Beeken, Coast Range Forest Watch

Max Beeken provided context and understanding of conservation values on the Elliott State Forest.
He reviewed Coast Range Forest Watch’s connection to the Elliott and the current species
distributions found on the land e.g. Coho spawner, winter Steelhead and fall Chinook. Following
Max’s presentation, a number of questions were asked related to Marbled Murrelet habitat;
definition of “old growth” forest; and land use and adjacent water rights.
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Andy Kerr, The Larch Company

Andy Kerr provided a brief overview of conservation values related to the Elliott. Presentation
topics included, but were not limited to: perceptions on how research and conservation are managed
differently; research biases; proposed research needs and activities that would be appropriate on the
Elliott; and the difference between private and publicly managed lands. A number of questions were
asked related to private/public forest management; core conservation values for protection of the
Elliott; and harvestable lands.
● Work Group Brainstorm
The Advisory Committee divided into two workgroups. The guidance for the group was to
think about why the Elliott is important for conservation, what would they like to see
happening 30 years from now, and what issues would need to be addressed to make that
happen. (Details found in Appendix A)

.
Recreation Values Presentations

Bill Richardson, Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation

Bill Richardson provided an overview of hunting recreation on the Elliott State Forest. Presentation
topics included: hunting opportunities on the Elliott and public access; importance of early seral
habitat and disturbance to Roosevelt Elk; Elk habitat selection models; and current recreational
issues on the Elliott. Several Committee members asked questions related to current hunting
recreation data on the Elliott and travel management options on the Elliott.

Sam Schwartz, Local Recreator

Sam Schwartz shared an overview of general recreation opportunities and recreational values related
to the Elliott State Forest. Sam shared information related to current recreation activities; access
points; and information about user conflicts and safety issues. Sam highlighted there are many
opportunities for recreating on the Elliott and could be addressed with a thorough recreation
management plan. There were then questions from the group about types of recreation, user
conflicts, and ways to minimize recreation impacts.
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(Map of Access and Recreation Points)
● Work Group Brainstorm
The Advisory Committee then divided into two workgroups. The guidance for the group
was to think about why the Elliott is important for recreation, what would they like to see
happening 30 years from now, and what issues would need to be addressed to make that
happen. (Details found in Appendix B)
Education Values Presentations

Bob Zyback, ORWW Program Manager & Sebastian, SWOCC Forestry Student

Bob Zyback provided an overview of education values on the Elliott State Forest. Presentation
topics included a description of the current status of the Oregon Websites & Watersheds Project,
Inc.; it’s Elliott-based educational collaborations with Southwest Oregon Community College and
efforts to involve local Tribes, businesses, and high schools; and the Oregon Websites and
Watershed Project’s Giesy Plan Alternative.
● Work Group Brainstorm
The Advisory Committee then divided into two workgroups. The guidance for the group
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was to think about education opportunities on the Elliott, what they would like to see
happening 30 years from now, and what issues would need to be addressed to make that
happen. (Details found in Appendix C)
Next Steps
Peter thanked the group for their work and expressed his appreciation for the different perspectives,
educational experiences and tribal and cultural histories were brought to the discussions. The next
meeting held on May 30, would be similar in style, with another set of presentations and group
work. Vicki Walker (DSL) then shared between December and February, the Advisory Committee’s
work would be shared at three public hearings for feedback. Geoff Huntington (OSU) noted
including consultation with interested Tribes, the University would be doing its public outreach soon
and will be sending out a schedule of those meeting dates.
There being no further public comment, the meeting adjourned at 3:05p.m.
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Appendix A - Conservation Group Work Brainstorm
● The Elliott is a unique property that has a constitutional history and a particular set of
physical features (e.g. particularly steep).
● This is an opportunity to move forward that is flexible and includes a research component.
● Values around habitat and threatened and endangered species are important for the future of
the ESF
● Desire to understand how research is defined and what does a research forest look like
● In order to be research forest, there needs to be change introduced so there is something
that is measurable with metrics.
● 100 million takes some of that perverse incentive for making money out. And adds in
research.
● Doing more than just what is legally requirement. There is an opportunity to augment the
conservation and protection that is happening right now
● Create a bridge between management that is public and industrial lands, recognizing ESF is
public and surrounding lands are not. What we do out there and the goals are completely
different.
● Discussion about climate change and carbon and value in that concept. There are important
considerations about how carbon sequestration and HCP protections are considered.
● Legal constraints may constrain what opportunities exist and perhaps there may be flexibility
within state and federal government
● There may need to be protection from our land from our tourists. Concerns about those
recreating without concern for the land
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Appendix B - Recreation Group Work Brainstorm
● Huge volume of recreation on State land around Oregon - to date recreation on the Elliott
has largely been big game hunting with some limited additional recreation (e.g. off highway
vehicle driving, hiking, etc.).
● Unique, large chunk of land with lots of access points.
● It’s not overdeveloped
● There’s an opportunity for health and wellness for children and families to be enhanced
through the development of recreational opportunities on the Elliott
● The Elliott is a community asset and should be managed as such. Others observed that
there are many communities around Oregon that value the Elliott and some
communities/users might see it in different ways.
● Develop recreational trail system
● There needs to be better management - this may require things like closing some roads or
more clearly defining access points
● Consider implications of removing roads e.g. impacts to wildfire safety and access to safety
● Wildfire is an important public safety consideration and would need to be considered in any
access and recreation plan for the Elliott
● Needs to be managed locally, not Corvallis.
● If you’re going to have large recreational availability, you need to have a public safety
network
● Anticipating these issues, there needs to be a financial plan to address those issues.
● Not every place every time. E.g. trail in a recreation forest, perhaps at one point it’s research
based year-by-year or location by location.
● Talked about Hatfield – there has to be an interpretive process from OSU in some way.
Hands on and more available for the public to know what’s going on. OSU has an extension
service that may fulfil this need.
● Opportunity for partnerships – can you carve out a piece of the ESF that fits the demands
of State Parks and other users.
● Early seral habitat mgmt. to support recreation. If outdoor recreation in terms of hunting is
part of management objectives, you need to make that early seral mgmt. available as well.
● There are impacts to recreation on the research forest. There needs to be public access, but
also ways to address safety issues and user conflicts. This leads to a concern about current
infrastructure and costs considerations. There is a cost component to recreation and
partnerships would have to be brought in to help manage those priorities e.g. State Parks and
other partners.
● High levels of recreation may cause concerns for conservation, but there’s an
acknowledgement conservation/recreation/research can exist.
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APPENDIX C - Education Group Work Brainstorm
● There is potential for outstanding educational opportunities with the research forest from
kindergarten to PhD students
● There is an opportunity for world class research facility that adds to the educational value for
all Oregon students.
● There is a need for a communication loop back to the local communities and others when
research is completed.
● The Fall Creek Hatchery could be a model for education on the Elliott.
● The Common School Fund needs to be whole. There are significant funding challenges in
statewide public education and one question that needs to be answered with regards to
education on the Elliott is how to continue to fund education.
● In 30 years, there is a hope that kids who visit the Elliott on field trips would become the
people researching and managing it.
● It’s not a community asset if it’s not linked to education.
● There’s an opportunity to teach kids how to recreate.
● Opportunity to integrate school curriculums into a real-world setting
● There is a chance to bridge the urban-rural and bring together Oregonians on the land.
● There’s the potential for 83k acres of laboratory.
● Partnership opportunities: Tribal, Federal, ORFI, OFIC (industry partners as potential
investors), NCASI, STEP, Trout Unlimited, and the Watershed Association.
● Education work they are doing around climate change will be important to the work they do
on ESF in terms of carbon.
● There is an opportunity to educate the decision-makers about land management based on
research.
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Source: Caulked Boots and Cheese Sandwiches
Author Jerry Phillips

Source: Ecotrust Forest Carbon Analysis, 2011 (Data in chart from 2008)

Source: ODF, CRFW

Source: Fish Habitat Assessment in the ODF Elliott Study Area, 2005
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Source: Fish Habitat Assessment in the ODF Elliott Study Area, 2005

